Ohio University Graduate Education

College: Russ College of Engineering & Technology
Department/School: School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
Graduate Program/s: Computer Science, Electrical Engineering, Electrical Engineering & Computer Science
Specialties:
Program Code(s): MS7253, MS7260, MS7272, PH7267
Degree/s Offered: Master of Science in Electrical Engineering, Master of Science in Computer Science, Master of Science in Computer Science
Program Website: www.ohio.edu/eecs/graduate/index.cfm

Online Program Website (if applicable):

Admission Requirements/Recommendation

Entrance Examinations Required/Recommended:
  Graduate Record Examination (GRE): Yes
  Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT): No
  Miller Analogies Test (MAT): No
  English Language Testing:
    TOEFL or 88 (iBT), 570 (paper-based)
    IELTS 7.0 minimum across all bands

Degree Required/Recommended:
  Bachelor's required: B.S. in electrical engineering, computer engineering, computer science or equivalent.
  For doctoral programs, previous master's required: No

Minimum GPA:
  3.00 for M.S. programs and Ph.D. with M.S. & 3.70 for Ph.D. with B.S.

Coursework Required/Recommended:
  None specified

Resume or Vitae Required/Recommended*:
  Yes

*For specifics regarding your program, see Program Website listed above.

Number of letters of Recommendations:
  3

Personal Statement*:
  Required. Ph.D. applicants should explicitly declare their intended area of research speci.

*This category includes: personal statement, letter of intent, statement of purpose, philosophy of learning, autobiography, writing sample, artist statement, etc. For specifics regarding your program, see Program Website listed above.

Supplementary Materials:
  Copies of any professional conference or journal publications.

Other:
  The recommended GRE Quantitative Reasoning score is 155 or above for M.S. programs and Ph.D. with M.S. The recommended GRE Quantitative Reasoning score is 160 or above for Ph.D. with B.S.

- These represent departmental requirements/recommendations; consideration for departmental funding may require additional criteria and/or more rigorous standards.
- Departments may review the totality of the application packet when making admission decisions.
- These admission requirements/recommendations are subject to change.
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